The TaTToo Series by LAMBTON DOORS gives every door, series of doors or design project a totally unique and distinctive look that will amaze and create a lasting and eye-catching impression.

Just like choosing a tattoo that is unique to you, any door, series of doors or project can be “tattooed” with a distinctive signature, using full-size images for maximum visual impact.

The process is simple. The image is first transferred onto a high pressure decorative laminate (HPDL) sheet. The sheet is then applied to the frame of the door in our factory. The TaTToo Series comes in the same range of high quality doors from LAMBTON DOORS, with the added touch of a unique and highly distinctive design element.
LET YOUR IMAGINATION RUN FREE WITH THE TaTToo DOOR SERIES.

THEME: Various. Sports • Wild Side • Music • Wine Industry • Medical
PROJECT: Single Doors.

THEME: Various. Natural Phenomenon • Aviation Industry • Hotel Room • Tourist Attraction • Laboratory
PROJECT: Single Doors.

A TOTALLY UNIQUE AND DISTINCTIVE LOOK THAT WILL AMAZE AND CREATE A LASTING AND EYE-CATCHING IMPRESSION.
Create an image and personalize it with a hotel door number, room name, company logo or other identifier. Here are some examples.

**THEME:** Various. Sports • Wild Side • Music • Wine Industry • Medical

**PROJECT:** Single Doors.

**THEME:** Various. Natural Phenomenon • Aviation Industry • Hotel Room • Tourist Attraction • Laboratory

**PROJECT:** Single Doors.

**THEME:** Butterflies.

**PROJECT:** Multiple Doors in the same space. One image per door.

**THEME:** Cityscapes.

**PROJECT:** Doors in Sequence close together. One unique image.

**THEME:** Corporate.

**PROJECT:** Cie Logo.
CHOOSING IMAGES FOR THE TaTToo DOOR SERIES.

• **Start with a theme.** It can be sports, nature, wide open spaces, cityscapes, vineyards, animals, butterflies, a manufacturing or service industry, company employees or other theme. The creative possibilities are endless.

• **Supply the images by theme.** These can come from a variety of sources: Lambton Doors image bank, personal photo bank, photos taken by a professional photographer, photos or images purchased from online image banks or montages created in a computer graphics studio. If you like, you can add a company logo, a room name, a door number, a person’s name, a quote or other identifier.

• **Image quality.** The ideal resolution for images is 200 dpi (dots per inch). Anything below 100 dpi will have a pixelated or blurred look. Customers can supply their own images. We also offer image search and graphic design services, if desired. Technical specifications are available on request from our Customer Service Department.

Contact our Customer Service Department for additional information.